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Introduction

The recent literature has found that, in response to unexpected increases in interest rates,
survey-based estimates of expected output growth rise while those of inflation decline
(Campbell et al., 2012, 2017). This is contrary to the common New Keynesian wisdom
that contractionary monetary policy causes a decline in output growth and inflation and,
consequently, their expectations. An explanation for this puzzling fact is the existence of
the so-called “information channel”. According to the information channel, agents update
their beliefs after an unexpected monetary policy announcement not only because they
learn about the current and future path of monetary policy, but also because they learn
new information about economic fundamentals. The intuition is that the Federal Reserve
communicates not only the future path of monetary policy but also how optimistic it is
about the current and future state of the economy: if the Federal Reserve’s expectation
of future fundamentals is different from the state of the economy perceived by market
participants, market participants will update their expectations. In the latter case, the
responses to a monetary policy shock may not be estimated correctly. In fact, if the
monetary policy tightening is the endogenous reaction to a future state of the economy
that is more positive than markets anticipated, the latter can update their expectations
and anticipate that output and inflation might indeed rise.
A crucial assumption behind the information channel is that the central bank has additional knowledge about the state of the economy relative to market participants; that is,
it has an “information advantage”. When this is the case, market participants will update
their information about the state of the economy based on the new information contained
in central banks’ announcements.
How important is the “signaling channel” empirically? Does the Federal Reserve indeed
have an “information advantage” in forecasting macroeconomic variables beyond what is
known to private forecasters? And does this matter when estimating the response of the
economy to monetary policy shocks?
We revisit the empirical evidence by making an important point of departure from the
previous literature; namely, we allow for instabilities. That is, we allow the “information
advantage” of the Federal Reserve relative to market participants to change over time.
As we show, this is an important empirical feature of the data. In fact, both the Federal
Reserve and market participants periodically and systematically over- and under-predict
macroeconomic variables, depending on the period of time – the most likely reason being
the existence of unforecastable and persistent shocks in the economy. Furthermore, we
also allow the transmission mechanism of monetary policy shocks to vary over time, depending on whether the information advantage is present in the data. We show that the
latter matters when estimating the effects of a monetary policy shock in the economy: at
times when the central bank has an “informational advantage”, the information channel
2

is at work: the responses are confounded, and the researcher may estimate an expansionary response to a contractionary monetary policy shock. On the other hand, when the
information advantage disappears, the information channel loses importance: the perils
of confoundedness disappear, and researchers are able to correctly recover the response in
the data.
Once we take instabilities into account, we find no evidence that the information channel
is empirically relevant in the most recent period. Since the Federal Reserve has no shorthorizon information advantage regarding the state of the economy relative to market
participants, we also verify that the private forecasters’ reaction to monetary policy shocks
is less sensitive in the latter period as well. The decline in the relevance in the signaling
channel could be related to the improved communication strategies of the Federal Reserve
over time.
Our paper is related to various strands of the literature. First, our paper is related to the
large literature estimating the effects of monetary policy shocks – see Christiano et al.
(1999, 2005), among others. Traditional VAR regressions conventionally estimate a positive, hump-shaped response of output and inflation to an expansionary monetary policy
shock measured by an exogenous movement in the Federal Funds rate. However, as Campbell et al. (2012) and Nakamura and Steinsson (2018) show, survey expectations of output
growth typically rise after an unexpected monetary policy tightening, thus contradicting
the predictions of standard economic models. Nakamura and Steinsson (2018) explain
the latter finding in a theoretical model with a signaling channel, where monetary policy
shocks affects not only the real interest rate, but also the private sector’s belief about the
path of the natural rate of interest; this happens because, as the central bank tracks the
natural rate of interest, its announcements indeed reveal news about it. The presence of
informational effects and their evolution over time is the objective of our paper. MirandaAgrippino and Ricco (2018) investigate the responses of core macroeconomic aggregates
to monetary policy announcements using an identification strategy robust to information
frictions. Their instrument is the component of high-frequency market surprises at the
time of a monetary policy announcement that is orthogonal to both the central bank’s
own forecasts as well as previous market surprises. In a similar spirit, Jarocinski and
Karadi (2018) use sign restrictions to separately identify monetary policy and “information” shocks from the stock price dynamics. Andrade and Ferroni (2018) investigate the
information channel in forward guidance announcements in the Euro area.1
Secondly, there is a large literature on the evaluation of central banks’ forecasts, and the
quality of the Federal Reserve’s own internal forecasts relative to the private sector’s has
been extensively studied in the literature. In a seminal contribution, Romer and Romer
1
On the other hand, Bundick and Smith (2019) and Inoue and Rossi (2019) show, using completely
different methodologies, that the response of the economy to forward guidance shock is indeed consistent
with standard predictions from New Keynesian models.
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(2000) showed that the Federal Reserve has an information advantage relative to the private sector when forecasting inflation. On the other hand, both D’Agostino and Whelan
(2008) and Rossi and Sekhposyan (2016) find evidence of instabilities in the information
advantage. D’Agostino and Whelan (2008) show that the Federal Reserve’s superior forecasting performance relative to survey forecasts deteriorated between 1990 and 2001 across
all forecast horizons, and only survived at short horizons. Our contribution is instead to
document that even the central bank’s short-horizon forecast advantage disappeared in
the most recent period. In addition, while the analysis in D’Agostino and Whelan (2008)
is based on ad-hoc sub-samples, we consider general patterns of time-variation and let the
data uncover the periods in time when the forecast advantage appears/disappears. Rossi
and Sekhposyan (2016) also show that the evidence of central banks’ forecast advantage
in predicting inflation depends on the time period, and has deteriorated over time. Our
paper considers instead a wider range of macroeconomic variables, such as real output
growth, unemployment and, especially, interest rates, linking the forecast advantage to
the information channel of monetary policy.
Lastly, our work is more distantly related to the literature on forecast rationality, in
particular Faust and Wright (2009), Patton and Timmermann (2012), Croushore (2012)
and Rossi and Sekhposyan (2016). Faust and Wright (2009), Patton and Timmermann
(2012) and Croushore (2012) note that whether inflation forecasts are rational depends
on the sub-sample period used for the forecast evaluation, while Rossi and Sekhposyan
(2016) formally investigate the rationality of the Federal Reserve Greenbook/Tealbook
forecasts as well as private sector forecasts of inflation in the presence of instabilities.
Several studies have also analyzed the relative forecasting performance of central banks’
and surveys’ forecasts: D’Agostino and Whelan (2008) and D’Agostino et al. (2006) note
that both the central bank and the survey forecasts worsened relative to naive benchmark
models between 1990 and 2001.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 discusses the motivation that inspired the
analysis in this paper, and Section 3 provides details on the data. Sections 4 discusses
the empirical results on the information channel, and Section 5 summarizes our findings
on the information advantage. Section 6 investigates how private forecasters react to
information shocks and Section 7 concludes.

2

Are Instabilities Important? And Why?

According to the “information channel” theory, central bank communications can have a
policy effect because they reveal private information to market participants. An important
assumption behind this theory is that the central bank has (useful) private information
about the state of the economy that could potentially be conveyed to market participants
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via its announcements.2 When investigating the presence of an information channel,
one should verify this necessary assumption empirically by addressing the following two
questions. First, are the forecasts made by central banks useful for market participants
i.e. are their forecasts unbiased and efficient? And, second, is there empirical evidence
that forecasts of macroeconomic fundamentals made by central banks add any useful
information to those made by private forecasters?
An important issue that one encounters in practice when attempting to answer these
questions is that the forecasts are unstable. The presence of instabilities is illustrated
in Figure 1. The left column of Figure 1 reports one-quarter-ahead forecasts of U.S.
inflation, GDP growth, the unemployment rate and the interest rate made by the central
bank and private market participants, together with the realized values. The figures in
the right column plot the forecast errors associated with the forecasts of those variables.
The dashed green line reports the forecasts/forecast errors by the Federal Reserve Board
staff in their Greenbook/Tealbook projections, the blue solid line reports the consensus
forecasts/forecast errors of the Blue Chip Economic Indicators (BCEI). The dotted gray
line indicates the associated realized values (left panel) and the horizontal line at zero
indicates no forecast error (right panel). The data and their sources are discussed in
detail in the next section.
First, by visually inspecting the forecasts and forecast errors, it is evident that there
are periods of time when the forecasts systematically under- or over-predict the target.
Hence, there are periods in time when the forecasts are biased and misspecified.
Second, even when biased, a forecast might have an advantage relative to another forecast. Consider the question of a potential information advantage of Greenbook/Tealbook
forecasts over the forecasts from the Blue-Chip Economic Indicators survey. Looking at
the forecast errors depicted in the right column of Figure 1, it is evident that there is
considerable time-variation in the relative performance of the forecasts. While there are
periods when both forecasts seem to perform equally well or equally badly, there are also
periods when the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts have consistently larger forecast errors
than the BCEI, and vice versa.
When there is time variation in the relative forecasting performance or when the forecast
bias is time-varying, analyses based on a full sample are invalid. For instance, if the full
sample comprises periods of over-prediction as well as under-prediction, on average, the
forecasts might look as if they were unbiased – see Rossi and Sekhposyan (2016). Similarly, when the relative performance of central bank’s and private institution’s forecasts
systematically varies over time, we might conclude that the central bank does not have
an information advantage when in reality there is an information advantage for certain
periods – see Giacomini and Rossi (2010). In this paper, we thus investigate the proper2

If the central bank did not have such useful private information, it would not be clear why the private
sector should be updating its expectations based on erroneous information.
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Figure 1: Forecasts and Forecast Errors at h = 1
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Notes. The figure reports one-quarter-ahead forecasts of U.S. inflation, GDP growth, the unemployment
rate and the interest rate made by central banks and private market participants together with the realized
values in the left column. The right column reports the forecast errors associated with the forecasts of
the same variables, computed as the difference between the realized values and the respective forecast.
The dashed green line reports the forecasts/forecast errors made by the Federal Reserve Board staff in
their Greenbook/Tealbook projections, the blue solid line reports the consensus forecasts/forecast errors
reported in the Blue Chip Economic Indicators. The dotted gray line indicates the associated realized
values (left panel) and a line indicating no forecast error (right panel). If a forecast at a particular time
is not available, it is reported as a gap in the series.
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ties of the forecasts by employing a Fluctuation Rationality test, that assesses forecasting
optimality in a way that is robust to instabilities.
To evaluate whether forecasts are rational, consider the following regression:
xt+h − xit+h|t = α + β xit+h|t + εt+h ,

(1)

where xt+h denotes a real-time realization of either real GDP growth, the GDP deflator
inflation, the unemployment rate, or the interest rate; xit+h|t is the forecast of xt+h based
on information available at time t by either the Blue Chip Economic Indicators’ consensus
forecast (i=BCEI) or the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts (i=GB); h is the forecast horizon
in quarters; and εt+h is the forecast error.3
Figures 2 to 5 depict the Fluctuation Rationality test statistic over time together with
the 5% critical values for forecast horizons h = 0, 1, 2, 4 in panels A-D, respectively. The
dates on the x-axis denote the date associated with the centered observation of each
rolling window. Each of the figures reports, respectively, results for inflation, real GDP
growth, the unemployment rate, and the interest rate. When the test statistic is above
the critical value (dotted line), the hypothesis that the forecasts are rational at any given
point in time is rejected. Furthermore, the time period associated with the test statistic
being above the critical value (dotted line) provides information on when forecasts become
irrational. The empirical results clearly show that, for all variables but the interest rates,
both the Greenbook/Tealbook as well as the BCEI forecasts were biased in the middle
1990s, although there is less evidence of bias either before then or after the beginning of
2000s. In general, both the Greenbook/Tealbook and the BCEI are irrational at several
points throughout the sample – a result that is somewhat robust across forecast horizons.
The most important result, however, concerns forecasting the interest rate. Figure 5
clearly shows that the Greenbook/Tealbook nowcast is rational while the BCEI is not.
Thus, our results suggest that, indeed, the central bank has insider information regarding
the future path of the policy variable, especially in the short-run, that the private sector
could be interested in learning.4 Similarly, instabilities may also affect the presence of
an information channel of monetary policy. For example, whether the central bank has
additional information, above and beyond that contained in private forecasts, may depend
on the period of time as well. This is why, in contrast to most of the current literature,
we employ a testing approach that is fully robust to instabilities. This is important as
3

We estimate eq. (1) in rolling windows of size m = 60 forecasts and construct Wald test statistics, Wt ,
of the null hypothesis αt = βt = 0 for each rolling window estimate (α̂t , βˆt ). The Fluctuation Rationality
test statistic W ∗ is then given by the largest value of the test statistics across the rolling windows and
tests of the null hypothesis robust to instabilities can be carried out using the critical values for survey
and model-free forecasts reported by Rossi and Sekhposyan (2016) in Table II. See the next sections for
more details.
4
At longer horizons, even the Greenbook/Tealbook occasionally may lack rationality, while the BCEI
is typically more irrational.
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Figure 2: Inflation: Fluctuation Rationality Test
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Notes. The figure shows the path of the Fluctuation Rationality test statistic for the BCEI forecasts (blue
solid line) and the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts (green dashed line), obtained with m = 60 observation
rolling window, together with the 5% critical value (horizontal red dashed line). The dates on the x-axis
correspond to the center of the rolling window.

Figure 3: GDP Growth: Fluctuation Rationality Test
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Notes. The figure shows the path of the Fluctuation Rationality test statistic for the BCEI forecasts (blue
solid line) and the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts (green dashed line), obtained with m = 60 observation
rolling window, together with the 5% critical value (horizontal red dashed line). The dates on the x-axis
correspond to the center of the rolling window.
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Figure 4: Unemployment Rate: Fluctuation Rationality Test
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Notes. The figure shows the path of the Fluctuation Rationality test statistic for the BCEI forecasts (blue
solid line) and the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts (green dashed line), obtained with m = 60 observation
rolling window, together with the 5% critical value (horizontal red dashed line). The dates on the x-axis
correspond to the center of the rolling window.

Figure 5: Interest Rate: Fluctuation Rationality Test
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Notes. The figure shows the path of the Fluctuation Rationality test statistic for the BCEI forecasts (blue
solid line) and the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts (green dashed line), obtained with m = 60 observation
rolling window, together with the 5% critical value (horizontal red dashed line). The dates on the x-axis
correspond to the center of the rolling window.
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time-variation in the information advantage might prevent detecting the presence of an
information channel.

3

Data

To investigate the relationship between the signaling channel of monetary policy and the
information advantage of the Federal Reserve staff, we analyze the properties of several
key macroeconomic forecasts made by the Federal Reserve and the private sector over a
large sample of monetary policy announcement dates. Specifically, we analyze forecasts for
inflation, GDP growth, the unemployment rate and the interest rate from two sources, (1)
the Blue Chip Economic Indicators, and (2) the projections from the Greenbook/Tealbook
of the Federal Reserve Board of Governors. In what follows, we briefly describe the data
from each of the sources as well as the necessary data transformations.

3.1

Monetary policy announcements

The analyses presented in this paper are based on a comprehensive list of Federal Open
Market Committee (FOMC) announcements between February 1984 and July 2013 which
we collected from the Historical Archive of the FOMC which is provided by the Board
of Governors of the Federal Reserve System. The set of FOMC announcements includes
regular monthly FOMC meetings which have an associated Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts, as well as some unscheduled meetings which were followed by a press release. For
announcements prior to February 1994, we follow Gürkaynak et al. (2005) and use the
dates of open-market operations following an FOMC meeting since the Federal Reserve
did not explicitly announce changes in its target for the Federal Funds rate before that
date and market participants had to infer the target change indirectly from the openmarket operation. Table 2 in the not-for-publication Appendix A reports the full list of
monetary policy announcements.

3.2

Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts

As a measure of central bank forecasts we use forecasts of inflation, GDP growth, the
unemployment rate and the interest rate from the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts which
are produced by the Federal Reserve Board of Governors’ staff prior to each meeting of the
FOMC. The Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts are based on a maintained assumption about
monetary policy and consist of quarterly forecasts for a variety of economic indicators
at several forecast horizons (from contemporaneous up to nine quarters ahead). The
projections are made available to the public after a lag of five years. We consider only
forecasts of up to five quarters ahead to ensure a sample large enough for inference.
For inflation we use the forecasts of the annualized, chain-weighted quarter-over-quarter
10

growth in the price index for GDP. Prior to December 1991 these are measured by the price
index for the GNP implicit deflator, and between 1992-1995 they are measured by the
price index for the GDP implicit deflator. We also consider forecasts of CPI inflation. For
GDP growth, we use the forecasts of the annualized, chain-weighted quarter-over-quarter
growth in real GDP. Prior to December 1991 these are measured by the real GNP with a
fixed weight, between 1992-1995 they are based on real GDP with a fixed weight. For the
unemployment rate we use the Greenbook/Tealbook projections for the quarterly average
unemployment rate in percentage points. The data for these three forecasts are provided
by the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia in the “Greenbook Data Set”. Finally, for
the interest rate we use the historical projections of the 3-month Treasury bill Rate from
the dataset on “Financial Assumptions: Interest Rates and Equity Pieces”, also provided
by the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia.

3.3

Blue Chip Economic Indicators

As a measure of private sector forecasts, we use forecasts of inflation, GDP growth,
the unemployment rate and the interest rate from the Blue Chip Economic Indicators
(BCEI) which is a monthly commercial survey-based forecast dataset containing consensus forecasts for 16 macroeconomic variables, collected from approximately 50 business
economists. For inflation, we use the annualized quarter-over-quarter BCEI consensus
forecasts of the GDP deflator price index as well as the Consumer Price Index (CPI).
For GDP growth, we use the annualized quarter-over-quarter BCEI consensus forecasts
of real GDP growth and for the unemployment rate the BCEI consensus forecast of the
quarterly average of the unemployment rate in percentage points. Finally, for the interest
rate we use the forecasts of the quarterly average yield on a three-month Treasury bill in
percentage points. The BCEI forecasts provide nowcasts as well as forecasts for up to nine
quarters ahead. To match the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts as well as in order to have a
reasonable number of observations for inference, we use the BCEI forecasts from January
1980 for up to five quarters ahead.5 At the beginning of the sample, the BCEI survey
was conducted over three days, beginning on the first working day of each month, which
was later shortened to two days. The BCEI consensus (mean) forecasts are released on
the 10th of each month. To conduct our analysis at a meeting-level frequency, we match
the BCEI forecasts to the FOMC announcements by the following rule. For FOMC meetings taking place after the first 10 days of the month, we use the BCEI forecasts from
the month of the meeting. For FOMC meetings taking place within the first 10 days of
the month, we use the BCEI forecasts from the month prior to the meeting. Appendix
B presents a robustness check regarding the timing of BCEI and the Federal Reserve’s
5

Although the BCEI forecasts are available from August 1976 onwards, the forecasts for the initial
four years are for annual changes in key economic variables as opposed to quarterly changes. Therefore,
we omit the earlier period.
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forecasts.

3.4

Real-time realizations

To evaluate the performance of the Greenbook/Tealbook and Blue Chip Economic Indicator forecasts over time, we compare the forecasts of each variable to the corresponding
real-time realization. We obtain most of the real-time data from the Philadelphia Fed’s
“Real-Time Data Set for Macroeconomists” and use the quarterly first-release values
where available. For realized inflation, we use the annualized quarter-over-quarter growth
rate in the GNP/GDP deflator price index in percentage points, for realized GDP we use
the annualized quarter-over-quarter growth rate in real GNP/GDP in percentage points.
For the unemployment rate, we use the first release values from the full history of quarterly vintages and monthly observations of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia,
where for each quarter we use the realization from the first month of that quarter. For
realizations of the interest rate, we use the 3-month Treasury bill secondary market rate
(TB3MS), which we obtain from the FRED database maintained by the Federal Reserve
Bank of St. Louis, again taking the observation of the first month in each quarter as the
quarterly realization.

4

Empirical Evidence of the Information Effect and
its Evolution Over Time

The main question we address in this paper is whether the information channel played
a role in the transmission of monetary policy in the U.S., and whether its importance
evolved over time. According to the “information channel” theory (Nakamura and Steinsson, 2018), in the presence of informational rigidities, informationally constrained private
agents could infer from an increase in the central bank’s policy rate not only that the
central bank is deviating from its rule, but also that it is endogenously responding to
stronger than expected future fundamentals. If the latter component is not correctly
taken into account, the estimated macroeconomic responses to the monetary policy shock
could potentially mix the response to the actual monetary policy shock and to the signal
about the future state of the economy.
We start our analysis by checking whether the importance of the information channel has
changed over time. We investigate this hypothesis using the information-robust instrument proposed in Miranda-Agrippino and Ricco (2018). The presence of an information
channel would explain why the estimates in the literature are inconsistent with standard
economic models’ predictions. Miranda-Agrippino and Ricco (2018) define the monetary
policy shock as the unforecastable shift in the policy instrument that is a complete surprise
to market participants. In other words, such shock should not be due to the central bank’s
12

systematic response to its own macroeconomic forecasts, i.e. the “Greenbook/Tealbook”
forecasts in the U.S. Their “information-robust” instrument of monetary policy shock is
obtained as the component of high-frequency financial market surprises that is orthogonal to the Federal Reserve’s own macroeconomic forecasts as well as to past surprises. In
practice, the latter is the residual of a regression of the high-frequency financial market
surprises in the Fed Funds futures around Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) announcements on Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts and forecast revisions. They find that the
effects of the robust monetary policy instrument are significantly different from those of
the usual monetary policy shock: a contractionary monetary policy shock unambiguously
decreases both output and inflation.
In what follows, we first replicate Miranda-Agrippino and Ricco (2018)’s main findings
in our full sample using a standard local projection method (Jordà, 2005). Subsequently,
we investigate the robustness of the results to the presence of time-variation.6 Figure
6 shows that, in the full sample from January 1979 to December 2014, in response to
a contractionary monetary policy shock, output increases and unemployment decreases
if the shock is based on Gertler and Karadi (2015)’s average monthly market surprise.
However, the information-robust instrument proposed by Miranda-Agrippino and Ricco
(2018) produces impulse responses that are consistent with economic theory: output decreases and unemployment increases. Additional results using Romer and Romer (2004)’s
monetary policy shocks are qualitatively similar, and are reported in Appendix A.
When we allow for time-variation, the results change substantially.7 We first concentrate
on two sub-samples: the first corresponds to the sub-sample where, as we will argue in the
next sections, the empirical evidence in favor of the presence of an information advantage
is strongest, which ends in December 2003; the second sub-sample corresponds to the
period where the evidence of information advantage is weaker, starting in January 2004.
The results for this subsample split are reported in Figure 7. The figure shows a large
discrepancy between the information-robust and non-robust methods in the sub-sample up
to 2004, while the discrepancy is negligible afterwards. Note how, in the first sub-sample,
the response of industrial production to Gertler and Karadi (2015)’s non-robust shocks
is particularly problematic.8 In the second sub-sample, when the information advantage
6

Miranda-Agrippino and Ricco (2018) use both standard and Bayesian local projections as well as
a Bayesian VAR. We use the local projection approach rather than a Bayesian local projection or a
Bayesian VAR since the latter require estimation of hyperparameters of the priors on a sub-sample
period before the starting date of the sample. It is not possible to choose the estimation sample for the
hyperparameters when re-estimating the model over various subsamples in the presence of a possible break
without contaminating the sub-samples with obsolete information while remaining with a large enough
sample. The standard local projections approach is expected to give wider bands than the Bayesian
approaches, but does not require the estimation of hyperparameters.
7
Note that, while we allow the response to vary over time, the instrument is estimated using the full
sample.
8
Similarly, the response of inflation to the Romer and Romer (2004) shock, reported in appendix A,
is problematic.
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Figure 6: Informationally Robust Analysis: Full Sample
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Notes. Responses to monetary policy shocks under different identification assumptions: The blue dashed
line denotes Gertler and Karadi (2015)’s average monthly market surprise and the red solid line denotes
the informationally robust shock by Miranda-Agrippino and Ricco (2018). The shock is normalized to
induce a 100 basis point increase in the 1-year rate. The responses are estimated by local projections on
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is inexistent, the responses are more similar across information robust and non-robust
methods.
To summarize, our analysis suggests that the information channel disappeared in the
early 2000. In the next sections, we will investigate this claim in more detail, as well
as whether it is related to the fact that the Federal Reserve has lost its informational
advantage relative to the private sector, by directly comparing the forecasts of the private
sector with those of the Federal Reserve staff.

5

Does the Federal Reserve Have an Information Advantage Relative to the Private Sector?

This section revisits the empirical evidence on whether the Federal Reserve has more
information relative to the private sector when forecasting macroeconomic variables and
investigates whether such information advantage is present in the most recent period.
To assess whether the Federal Reserve has an information advantage over the private
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Figure 7: Informationally Robust Analysis: 1979-2003 and 2004-2014 subsamples
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sector in forecasting a variable x, consider the following regression:
GB
BCEI
xt+h − xBCEI
t+h|t = δ + βGB xt+h|t + βBCEI xt+h|t + ηt+h ,

(2)

BCEI
where xGB
t+h|t is the Greenbook/Tealbook forecast at horizon h, xt+h|t is the Blue-Chip
consensus forecast at horizon h and xt+h denotes the real-time realization. Central bank’s
forecasts provide additional information above and beyond that in BCEI survey’s forecasts
if βGB is different from zero. Note that Romer and Romer (2000) estimate a slightly
different regression, which is
∗
BCEI
xt+h = δ + βGB xGB
t+h|t + βBCEI xt+h|t + ηt+h

(3)

We implement the same regression except that we subtract the BCEI forecasts on both
∗
sides of the equation and let βBCEI = βBCEI
−1. We consider forecasts of a comprehensive
list of core macroeconomic variables for xt , such as real GDP growth, GDP deflator-based
inflation, the unemployment rate and the interest rate.
The goal of the analysis is to assess whether the Federal Reserve forecasts, xGB
t+h , are useful
BCEI
beyond those of the private sector, xt+h . This is the case if and only if βGB 6= 0. In order
to be robust to the presence of possible time-variation in βGB , we use the Fluctuation
Rationality test proposed by Rossi and Sekhposyan (2016). Specifically, we estimate eq.
(2) in rolling windows of m = 60 forecasts and construct t-statistics (tGB ) of the null
hypothesis βGB = 0 for each rolling window estimate β̂GB . The information-advantage
Fluctuation test statistic t∗GB is the largest absolute value of the test statistics across the
rolling windows. Tests of the hypothesis βGB = 0 robust to instabilities can be carried
out using the critical values for survey and model-free forecasts reported in Table II of
Rossi and Sekhposyan (2016).
Figures 8 to 11 plot tGB over time together with the 5% critical values for forecast horizons
h = 0, 1, 2, 4 quarters. We report results for inflation, GDP growth, unemployment and
the interest rate. The dates on the x-axis denote the date associated with the centered
observation of each rolling window.
Let’s first focus on the information advantage for the medium horizon (one-year-ahead,
i.e. h=4), depicted in the bottom right panels in Figures 8 to 11. Figure 8 shows that
the information advantage in predicting inflation in the medium-run disappeared in the
early 1990s. As for GDP growth, Figure 9 shows that the information advantage was also
not present in our sample, that starts in the late 1980s. The results are very different for
shorter horizons, in which case the information advantage disappeared in the early 2000s
for both variables. In particular, the information advantage simultaneously disappeared
in the nowcast (h=0) since 2005 simultaneously for both variables. The information
advantage at the one-month forecast horizon depends on the variable: in the case of real
GDP growth forecasts, the advantage disappeared in the mid-2000s, when the Fed almost
16

never had any informational advantage for longer term forecasts (two- and four-quarterahead). In the case of inflation forecasts, the information advantage disappeared at the
beginning of 2000 for both the one- and two-quarter-ahead forecasts. D’Agostino and
Whelan (2008) similarly found a decrease in longer horizon predictability in output growth
and inflation; our results, however, highlight that even shorter horizon predictability
disappeared, although only more recently.
Figure 11 sheds light on the possible reasons behind the disappearance of the Fed’s information advantage. The figure shows that, when forecasting the short-term interest
rate, the Fed lost its information advantage in mid-2000s at one-, two- and four-quarter
ahead prediction horizons, while it has not had any information advantage for the nowcast since the early 1990s. This disappearance of information advantage is related to the
improved communication strategies implemented by the Federal Reserve. The public has
had access to the FOMC minutes since February, 1993, with the lag in the release of
the minutes becoming shorter from December of 2004 onwards. Furthermore, the Federal
Reserve has been releasing FOMC statements since February 1994. On the other hand,
the decrease in short-term predictability since 2004 is mirrored by a decrease in one- to
four-quarter-ahead predictability of the short-term interest rate. The latter is associated
with the explicit introduction of forward guidance in monetary policy at a time when the
Fed started communicating its expectations about its own policy decisions, as documented
in several studies, most notably Lunsford (2018).
Regarding unemployment, the Fed has an advantage for some periods in time, including
the early 1990s, but the advantage disappeared in mid-2000s for longer-term forecasts,
while it is still present in shorter-term forecasts, even if sporadically.
In summary, our analysis suggests that the information advantage is not present in the
most recent data, either because it disappeared in the mid-2000s or because it was never
there in our sample. The results are quite consistent across all target variables and
different horizons. Overall, the results are quite striking and allow us to conclude that
BCEI and Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts have become similar to each other in terms of
their information content over time. There is no information advantage when forecasting
at any horizon at least since the mid-2000s, apart from the case of unemployment forecasts
in the very short-run.
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Figure 8: Inflation: Information-Advantage Fluctuation Test
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Notes. The solid blue line denotes the Fluctuation test statistic tGB estimated in rolling-windows
(m = 60) centered around the date on the x-axis. The test rejects for test statistic values outside the 5%
critical value bands (red dashed lines).

Figure 9: GDP Growth: Information-Advantage Fluctuation Test
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critical value bands (red dashed lines).
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Figure 10: Unemployment Rate: Information-Advantage Fluctuation Test
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Notes. The solid blue line denotes the Fluctuation test statistic tGB estimated in rolling-windows
(m = 60) centered around the date on the x-axis. The test rejects for test statistic values outside the 5%
critical value bands (red dashed lines).

Figure 11: Interest Rate: Information-Advantage Fluctuation Test
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critical value bands (red dashed lines).
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6

Do Private Forecasters React to Information Shocks,
and How?

Finally, we empirically characterize the dynamic response of private macroeconomic forecasts to the Federal Open Market Committee (FOMC) forward guidance and investigate
whether professional forecasters react to information conveyed by FOMC announcements
over and above the change in the target rate. We do so by estimating the response of
revisions in the Blue-Chip consensus forecasts to a measure of the informational content
of FOMC announcements by running the following regression inspired by Campbell et al.
(2012) and Campbell et al. (2017). The latter find that unemployment forecasts react
negatively and inflation forecasts react positively to information associated with future
tightening of monetary policy. Since these responses exhibit opposite signs to those predicted by a standard New Keynesian model, they conclude that the empirical evidence
supports the existence of an information channel and that professional forecasters believe
that FOMC policy surprises contain useful and otherwise unavailable information to the
public.
Throughout, we estimate the following regression:
target
∆xBCEI
+ β2 path
+ εt+h
t
t+h|t = α + β1 t

(4)

where ∆xBCEI
t+h|t denotes the revision of the Blue-Chip Economic Indicators’ consensus
forecasts at horizon h between FOMC meetings.9 In the above regression, similar to that
in Campbell et al. (2012), target
and path
are the target and path factors from Gürkaynak
t
t
et al. (2005). For our analysis, we construct both factors recursively in real-time using
only information that was available at the time the forecasts were made.10 We estimate
eq. (4) for our sample of monetary policy announcements described in Section 3. As in
Campbell et al. (2012), we exclude the QE1 announcement on March 18, 2009 because of
its large effect on the markets.
We start by replicating the analysis in Campbell et al. (2012) and Campbell et al. (2017)11 .
We first analyze whether professional forecasters believe that the Federal Reserve conveys
information about the state of the economy and future monetary policy in its announcements by separately analyzing the pre- and post-crisis responses of revisions in the BlueChip consensus forecast to the informational content of monetary-policy announcements.
For each subsample, we construct the factors in real-time i.e. using only observations
9

For each meeting, variable and forecast horizon, we calculate the revision in the Blue-Chip forecast as
the difference between the Blue-Chip forecast following the meeting and the one just prior to the meeting.
When the target dates of those forecasts are unequal, we use the previous BCEI forecast at one horizon
larger, to keep the target date fixed when calculating the revision.
10
Our main findings presented in this section are robust to constructing the factors based on data
available in each subsample/rolling window only. The results for these regressions are available on request.
11
The replication results are available on request.
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between the beginning of our sample and the last observation in the sub-sample. In our
analysis, we also extend the data to other forecasts and a longer sample. In particular, we
extend the analysis to a larger sample that includes FOMC announcements and forecasts
between February 1990 and December 2013.
Table 1 shows that, indeed, contractionary monetary policy shocks that increase either
the target or the path factors result in output and inflation increases and a decrease
in unemployment. These results contradict the predictions from typical macroeconomic
models. This sub-sample analysis, similar to those typically conducted in the literature,
however, might not be robust to the presence of time-variation in the response of private
forecasts to the information content of monetary policy announcements. The problem
would arise if the time-variation appears at a time different from that identified by the
sub-samples in Campbell et al. (2012).
To analyze whether the results are robust to the presence of general forms of timevariation, we conduct a rolling-window analysis using the Fluctuation test. We estimate
the regression in eq. (4) in rolling windows over our full sample of announcements, which
spans February, 1990 - December, 2013, moving ahead one announcement at a time. The
window size is m = 60 announcements which corresponds to approximately 20 quarters
of observations.12
Figures 12-15 depict the sequence of the Fluctuation test statistics on β1 or β2 being
equal to zero, respectively, together with the 5% critical value line. The results clearly
suggest that, when survey forecast updates significantly react to monetary policy shocks,
this typically happens in the earlier part of the sample. For none of the variables and no
forecast horizon we detect any significant evidence of a reaction in the most recent years.
These episodic incidents drive the results reported in Table 1, where the full-sample is
divided to pre-financial crisis and post-financial crisis episodes. On the other hand, there
is significant evidence that the interest rate forecasts provided by the private forecasters
are affected significantly by the level factor associated with monetary policy.

12

Since for some months there are multiple announcements, the window dates are not equally spaced.
However, each rolling window contains a fixed fraction of the overall available observations so that we
can apply the framework of Rossi and Sekhposyan (2016).
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Table 1: Regression estimating private forecast responses to Target and Path factors

h

Feb 1990 to Jun 2007

Aug 2007 to Dec 2013

Target

Path

R2

Target

Path

0.54***
(0.19)
-0.02
(0.06)
-0.03
(0.06)
0.15
(0.19)

0.03

1.61
(1.07)
0.29
(0.29)
0.03
(0.12)
-0.03
(0.06)

2.93** 0.19
(1.21)
0.76** 0.11
(0.31)
0.02 0.00
(0.06)
0.07 0.01
(0.07)

0.34*
(0.21)
0.30*
(0.15)
0.11
(0.11)
0.04
(0.07)

0.05

1.77**
(0.70)
1.30**
(0.60)
-0.05
(0.24)
-0.05
(0.20)

1.03**
(0.46)
0.38
(0.25)
0.29*
(0.15)
-0.03
(0.14)

0.10

-0.32
(0.22)
-0.43
(0.27)
-0.52
(0.33)
-0.54
(0.36)

-0.06
(0.11)
-0.14
(0.13)
-0.22
(0.15)
-0.25
(0.17)

0.03

1.28***
(0.39)
1.76***
(0.51)
1.81***
(0.55)
1.74***
(0.57)

0.11
(0.11)
0.06
(0.12)
0.09
(0.14)
0.16
(0.15)

R2

CPI Inflation
0
1
2
3

0.17
(0.35)
0.23*
(0.13)
0.12
(0.08)
0.06
(0.10)

0.01
0.01
0.03

GDP growth
0
1
2
3

1.18***
(0.45)
0.54**
(0.24)
0.70*
(0.42)
-0.07
(0.12)

0.04
0.05
0.00

0.07
0.02
0.00

Unemployment Rate
0
1
2
3

-0.17*
(0.10)
-0.21**
(0.09)
-0.27**
(0.11)
-0.27***
(0.10)

-0.07
(0.06)
-0.13*
(0.07)
-0.15*
(0.08)
-0.13*
(0.07)

0.03
0.04
0.05
0.05

0.04
0.04
0.04

Interest Rate
0
1
2
3

0.77***
(0.17)
0.92***
(0.22)
0.86***
(0.23)
0.82***
(0.20)

0.13
(0.10)
0.21
(0.13)
0.31**
(0.14)
0.31**
(0.14)

0.12
0.12
0.12
0.11

0.23
0.29
0.28
0.22

Notes. The table shows the results from estimating the private forecast response regression (4) on the subsamples indicated at the top of the table. Standard-errors are based on a Newey-West heteroskedasticityand autocorrelation-robust estimator with p lags where p = bT 1/4 e.
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Figure 12: CPI Inflation: Forecast Response Fluctuation Test
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Notes. The figures show the path of the Fluctuation test statistics on the target factor (left panel) and
path factor (right panel). The tests reject for test statistic values outside the 5% (red dashed lines) and
10% (orange dash-dotted line) critical value bands.
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Figure 13: GDP Growth: Forecast Response Fluctuation Test
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Notes. The figures show the path of the Fluctuation test statistics on the target factor (left panel) and
path factor (right panel). The tests reject for test statistic values outside the 5% (red dashed lines) and
10% (orange dash-dotted line) critical value bands.
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Figure 14: Unemployment Rate: Forecast Response Fluctuation Test
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Notes. The figures show the path of the Fluctuation test statistics on the target factor (left panel) and
path factor (right panel). The tests reject for test statistic values outside the 5% (red dashed lines) and
10% (orange dash-dotted line) critical value bands.
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Figure 15: Interest Rate: Forecast Response Fluctuation Test
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Notes. The figures show the path of the Fluctuation test statistics on the target factor (left panel) and
path factor (right panel). The tests reject for test statistic values outside the 5% (red dashed lines) and
10% (orange dash-dotted line) critical value bands.
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Conclusion

This paper explores the empirical importance of the information channel of U.S. monetary
policy and how it changed over time. We show that information-robust methods provide
substantially different results when applied to the 1990s-early 2000s relative to the period
afterwards, thus confirming the existence of an information channel of monetary policy
early in the sample, which disappeared in mid-2000s. We document that such disappearance happens at the same time as the decrease in the information advantage of the central
bank relative to private sector’s forecasts. Our empirical results might be linked to several
factors – including an improvement in the Fed’s communication and transparency.
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Appendix
A

Additional Evidence on Information Channel

This appendix provides additional empirical evidence on the presence of an information
channel of monetary policy and its evolution over time. Whereas section 4 compared the
impulse responses identified by the informationally robust shock by Miranda-Agrippino
and Ricco (2018) to those obtained using Gertler and Karadi (2015), here we report
comparisons with the extended narrative measure of Romer and Romer (2004).
Figure 16: Informationally Robust Analysis: Full Sample
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Notes. Responses to monetary policy shocks under different identification assumptions: The blue dashed
line denotes the shock identified with the extended narrative measure of Romer and Romer (2004) and
the red solid line denotes the informationally robust shock by Miranda-Agrippino and Ricco (2018). The
shock is normalized to induce a 100 basis point increase in the 1-year rate. The responses are estimated
by local projections on the sample 1979:1 - 2014:12. Shaded areas are 90% confidence bands based on
robust standard errors.
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Figure 17: Informationally Robust Analysis: 1979-2003 and 2004-2014 subsamples
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Notes. Responses to monetary policy shocks in two sub-samples: 1/1/1979-12/31/2003 (left panel) and
1/1/2004-31/12/2014 (right panel). The responses are obtained under different identification assumptions: The blue dashed line denotes the shock identified with the extended narrative measure of Romer
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and Ricco (2018). The shock is normalized to induce a 100 basis point increase in the 1-year rate. The
responses are estimated by local projections. Shaded areas are 90% confidence bands based on robust
standard errors.
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B

Information Advantage and Forecast Timing

This section provides additional results on the robustness of the finding reported in Section 5 that the information advantage of the Federal Reserve forecasts is not present in
the most recent data, either because it disappeared in the mid-2000s or because it was
never there. Specifically, we address the concern that the result could be sensitive to
the time-ordering of the publication dates of Greenbook/Tealbook and Blue-Chip Economic Indicator forecasts. Recall that, as discussed in Section 3, each monetary policy
announcement date in our analysis corresponds to a Greenbook/Tealbook forecast and a
Blue-Chip forecast. Inspecting these dates, which are listed in the table in Appendix A,
we note that the Blue-Chip forecasts are always published on the 10th of each month, but
the publication day of the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts varies. One might be concerned
that a systematic change in the ordering of forecasts over time resulting from variation in
the publication date of the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts might bias our findings about
the informational advantage. For example, if Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts are systematically published after Blue-Chip forecasts during a specific period of time, those forecasts
might outperform the Blue-Chip forecasts simply because there was news arriving between
the publication of the forecasts or forecasters simply had more time to process available
information.
To ensure that our finding of a disappearing information advantage is not driven by
differences in the timing of the forecasts, we extend our analysis from Section 5 by running
two robustness check regressions that we explain in detail below. However, first we conduct
a descriptive analysis of the publication dates of Greenbook/Tealbook and Blue-Chip
forecasts to get a sense for the timing differences occuring over our analysis sample.
Figure 18 illustrates the relative timing of the publication dates of Greenbook/Tealbook
and Blue-Chip Economic Indicator forecasts. Panel 18.A addresses the concern that there
is a systematic difference in forecast timings over the whole sample. The figure reports a
histogram of the difference in days between the publication date of the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts and the publication date of the Blue-Chip forecasts, associated with each
FOMC announcement. Positive values imply that the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts are
published after the Blue-Chip forecasts, negative values imply the opposite ordering. The
figure shows substantial variation in the relative publication dates. For the majority of
forecasts, the Greenbook/Tealbook publication typically occurs with a lag of at least several days relative to the publication of the BCEI forecasts. This could imply that the
forecasts of the Federal Reserve have substantially more time to process available information and can react to news arriving after the publication of the Blue-Chip forecasts. If
this was the case, then the results from our tests conducted in Section 5 might be biased
towards finding an information advantage for the Federal Reserve forecasts over the whole
sample. However, our main result is that the information advantage has disappeared in
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Figure 18: Relative timing of Greenbook/Tealbook and BCEI Forecasts
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Notes. The figure illustrates the relative timing of the publication dates of Greenbook/Tealbook and
Blue-Chip Economic Indicator Forecasts. Panel A shows the distribution of Greenbook/Tealbook publication dates relative to the publication date of the BCEI forecasts. Positive values imply that the
Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts are published after the Blue-Chip forecasts. The Blue-Chip is published
on the 10th of each month which corresponds to the vertical dashed line at zero. Panel B illustrates the
change of this distribution over time by means of a boxplot.

recent years and thus removing such bias would simply further strengthen our finding.
Panel 18.B addresses the concern that the relative timing discussed previously might be
changing over time in a systematic way. The figure shows a series of boxplots which
report the distribution of the publication lag of Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts relative to
the Blue-Chip forecasts over five consecutive windows containing six years of data each.
The figure indicates that the distriubtion of the lag of the Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts
relative to the Blue-Chip forecasts has changed over time, with the mean lag slightly
increasing between the beginning and end of the sample and being substantially higher
in the 2002-2007 period. This could imply that our information advantage tests might be
biased towards finding an information advantage for the Federal Reserve Forecasts in the
later part of the sample rather than the earlier part of the sample. However, as we find
the opposite of this, removing such potential bias would further strengthen our conclusion
that there is no information advantage in recent years.
Finally, to address the concerns described above in a more formal way, we carry out
two robustness checks for which we modify the regression studied in equation 5. The
first robustness check re-runs the the analysis we presented, but drops a set of FOMC
meetings from the sample that might be particularly problematic with regard to the
relative timing of Greenbook/Tealbook and Blue-Chip forecasts. Lunsford (2018) states
that the Blue-Chip surveys are typically conducted within the first 2-3 working days of
each month and therefore drops FOMC announcements occuring within this time period,
Nakamura and Steinsson (2018) make a similar adjustment. This motivates our first
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robustness check in which we repeat our analysis from Section 5, dropping all FOMC
announcements which occur within the first 3 working days of the month. The second
robustness check extends the informational advantage regressions by including as a control
variable an additional interaction term that captures the effect of the Greenbook/Tealbook
forecasts being published before the Blue-Chip forecasts. Specifically, we run the following
regression
GB
BCEI
GB
xt+h − xBCEI
t+h|t = δ + βGB xt+h|t + βBCEI xt+h|t + γ xt+h|t DGB→BCEI + ηt+h

(5)

where DGB→BCEI is a dummy variable that takes on value one if the publication date
of the Greenbook/Tealbook associated with the announcement date comes strictly before
the publication date of the Blue-Chip forecast. Again, Federal Reserve forecasts are useful
beyond that of the private sector in predicting xt+h if and only if βGB 6= 0 and we use the
Fluctuation tests to test this hypothesis robust to instabilities in βGB .
Figures 19-22 report the Information-Advantage Fluctuation test statistics tGB from the
robustness check regressions and compare them to our original findings from Section
5. The solid blue line denotes the original Fluctuation test statistic tGB reported in
Section 5. The dotted purple line indicates the Fluctuation test statistic that is obtained
when dropping FOMC meetings in the first 3 business days as described above. The
orange dashed line reports the Fluctuation test statistic from the information advantage
regression with the timing dummy in equation (5).
The figures clearly show that our main findings remain robust to carrying out the analysis
taking the relative timing of the Greenbook/Tealbook and the Blue-Chip forecasts into
account. Specifically, the Fluctuation test statistics from regression (5) with the timing
dummy are very close to the original test statistics. For the robustness check that drops
FOMC meetings occurring in the first three business days of the corresponding months,
the test statistic values show larger changes, but our main conclusions remain valid across
variables and horizons. Only for one-quarter-ahead inflation forecasts and forecasts of the
interest rate at h = 1, 2 does the path of the test statistic of the robustness check indicate
that the information advantage disappeared slightly earlier in the sample as indicated by
the original test statistic.
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Figure 19: Inflation: Information-Advantage Test and Forecast Timing
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Notes. The figure reports the original Fluctuation test statistic tGB (blue solid line) together with the
Fluctuation test statistic obtained when dropping FOMC meetings in the first 3 business days (dotted
purple line) and when including a timing dummy as an additional control (orange dashed line).

Figure 20: GDP Growth: Information-Advantage Test and Forecast Timing
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Notes. The figure reports the original Fluctuation test statistic tGB (blue solid line) together with the
Fluctuation test statistic obtained when dropping FOMC meetings in the first 3 business days (dotted
purple line) and when including a timing dummy as an additional control (orange dashed line).
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Figure 21: Unemployment Rate: Information-Advantage Test and Forecast Timing
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Notes. The figure reports the original Fluctuation test statistic tGB (blue solid line) together with the
Fluctuation test statistic obtained when dropping FOMC meetings in the first 3 business days (dotted
purple line) and when including a timing dummy as an additional control (orange dashed line).

Figure 22: Interest Rate: Information-Advantage Test and Forecast Timing
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Notes. The figure reports the original Fluctuation test statistic tGB (blue solid line) together with the
Fluctuation test statistic obtained when dropping FOMC meetings in the first 3 business days (dotted
purple line) and when including a timing dummy as an additional control (orange dashed line).
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Appendix - Not for publication
A

Monetary Policy Announcements

The following table reports the dates of the FOMC announcements used in the analysis as
well as the corresponding publication dates of Greenbook/Tealbook and BCEI forecasts.
The columns report in the following order: the date of the FOMC announcement, the
publication date of the associated Greenbook/Tealbook forecasts, the publication date
of the matched BCEI forecast and the BCEI dates used to compute the revisions in the
forecast.
Table 2: FOMC announcements used in the Analyses
Announcement

Greenbook/Tealbook

BCEI

Previous BCEI

Next BCEI

01 Feb ’84
28 Mar ’84
23 May ’84
18 Jul ’84
22 Aug ’84
03 Oct ’84
08 Nov ’84
21 Nov ’84
19 Dec ’84
21 Dec ’84
14 Feb ’85
21 Feb ’85
27 Mar ’85
18 Apr ’85
17 May ’85
22 May ’85
11 Jul ’85
01 Aug ’85
21 Aug ’85
06 Sep ’85
02 Oct ’85
06 Nov ’85
18 Dec ’85
13 Feb ’86
07 Mar ’86
02 Apr ’86
18 Apr ’86
21 May ’86
05 Jun ’86
10 Jul ’86
14 Aug ’86
20 Aug ’86

25 Jan ’84
21 Mar ’84
16 May ’84
11 Jul ’84
15 Aug ’84
26 Sep ’84
31 Oct ’84

10 Jan ’84
10 Mar ’84
10 May ’84
10 Jul ’84
10 Aug ’84
10 Sep ’84
10 Oct ’84
10 Nov ’84
10 Dec ’84
10 Dec ’84
10 Feb ’85
10 Feb ’85
10 Mar ’85
10 Apr ’85
10 May ’85
10 May ’85
10 Jul ’85
10 Jul ’85
10 Aug ’85
10 Aug ’85
10 Sep ’85
10 Oct ’85
10 Dec ’85
10 Feb ’86
10 Feb ’86
10 Mar ’86
10 Apr ’86
10 May ’86
10 May ’86
10 Jun ’86
10 Aug ’86
10 Aug ’86

10 Jan ’84
10 Mar ’84
10 May ’84
10 Jul ’84
10 Aug ’84
10 Sep ’84
10 Oct ’84
10 Nov ’84
10 Dec ’84
10 Dec ’84
10 Feb ’85
10 Feb ’85
10 Mar ’85
10 Apr ’85
10 May ’85
10 May ’85
10 Jul ’85
10 Jul ’85
10 Aug ’85
10 Aug ’85
10 Sep ’85
10 Oct ’85
10 Dec ’85
10 Feb ’86
10 Feb ’86
10 Mar ’86
10 Apr ’86
10 May ’86
10 May ’86
10 Jun ’86
10 Aug ’86
10 Aug ’86

10 Feb ’84
10 Apr ’84
10 Jun ’84
10 Aug ’84
10 Sep ’84
10 Oct ’84
10 Nov ’84
10 Dec ’84
10 Jan ’85
10 Jan ’85
10 Mar ’85
10 Mar ’85
10 Apr ’85
10 May ’85
10 Jun ’85
10 Jun ’85
10 Aug ’85
10 Aug ’85
10 Sep ’85
10 Sep ’85
10 Oct ’85
10 Nov ’85
10 Jan ’86
10 Mar ’86
10 Mar ’86
10 Apr ’86
10 May ’86
10 Jun ’86
10 Jun ’86
10 Jul ’86
10 Sep ’86
10 Sep ’86

12 Dec ’84
06 Feb ’85
20 Mar ’85
15 May ’85
03 Jul ’85
14 Aug ’85
25 Sep ’85
30 Oct ’85
11 Dec ’85
05 Feb ’86
26 Mar ’86
14 May ’86
02 Jul ’86
13 Aug ’86

A1

24 Sep ’86
06 Nov ’86
17 Dec ’86
15 Jan ’87
12 Feb ’87
01 Apr ’87
30 Apr ’87
20 May ’87
08 Jul ’87
19 Aug ’87
03 Sep ’87
04 Sep ’87
23 Sep ’87
23 Oct ’87
28 Oct ’87
04 Nov ’87
17 Dec ’87
28 Jan ’88
11 Feb ’88
30 Mar ’88
09 May ’88
18 May ’88
25 May ’88
22 Jun ’88
01 Jul ’88
19 Jul ’88
09 Aug ’88
17 Aug ’88
21 Sep ’88
02 Nov ’88
10 Nov ’88
22 Nov ’88
15 Dec ’88
05 Jan ’89
09 Feb ’89
14 Feb ’89
24 Feb ’89
29 Mar ’89
17 May ’89
06 Jun ’89
07 Jul ’89
26 Jul ’89
23 Aug ’89
04 Oct ’89
16 Oct ’89
07 Nov ’89
15 Nov ’89
20 Dec ’89

17 Sep ’86
29 Oct ’86
10 Dec ’86
04 Feb ’87
25 Mar ’87
13 May ’87
01 Jul ’87
12 Aug ’87
16 Sep ’87
28 Oct ’87
09 Dec ’87
03 Feb ’88
23 Mar ’88
11 May ’88
22 Jun ’88
10 Aug ’88
14 Sep ’88
26 Oct ’88
07 Dec ’88
01 Feb ’89
22 Mar ’89
10 May ’89
28 Jun ’89
16 Aug ’89
27 Sep ’89
08 Nov ’89
13 Dec ’89

10 Sep ’86
10 Oct ’86
10 Dec ’86
10 Jan ’87
10 Feb ’87
10 Mar ’87
10 Apr ’87
10 May ’87
10 Jun ’87
10 Aug ’87
10 Aug ’87
10 Aug ’87
10 Sep ’87
10 Oct ’87
10 Oct ’87
10 Oct ’87
10 Dec ’87
10 Jan ’88
10 Feb ’88
10 Mar ’88
10 Apr ’88
10 May ’88
10 May ’88
10 Jun ’88
10 Jun ’88
10 Jul ’88
10 Jul ’88
10 Aug ’88
10 Sep ’88
10 Oct ’88
10 Oct ’88
10 Nov ’88
10 Dec ’88
10 Dec ’88
10 Jan ’89
10 Feb ’89
10 Feb ’89
10 Mar ’89
10 May ’89
10 May ’89
10 Jun ’89
10 Jul ’89
10 Aug ’89
10 Sep ’89
10 Oct ’89
10 Oct ’89
10 Nov ’89
10 Dec ’89
A2

10 Sep ’86
10 Oct ’86
10 Dec ’86
10 Jan ’87
10 Feb ’87
10 Mar ’87
10 Apr ’87
10 May ’87
10 Jun ’87
10 Aug ’87
10 Aug ’87
10 Aug ’87
10 Sep ’87
10 Oct ’87
10 Oct ’87
10 Oct ’87
10 Dec ’87
10 Jan ’88
10 Feb ’88
10 Mar ’88
10 Apr ’88
10 May ’88
10 May ’88
10 Jun ’88
10 Jun ’88
10 Jul ’88
10 Jul ’88
10 Aug ’88
10 Sep ’88
10 Oct ’88
10 Oct ’88
10 Nov ’88
10 Dec ’88
10 Dec ’88
10 Jan ’89
10 Feb ’89
10 Feb ’89
10 Mar ’89
10 May ’89
10 May ’89
10 Jun ’89
10 Jul ’89
10 Aug ’89
10 Sep ’89
10 Oct ’89
10 Oct ’89
10 Nov ’89
10 Dec ’89

10 Oct ’86
10 Nov ’86
10 Jan ’87
10 Feb ’87
10 Mar ’87
10 Apr ’87
10 May ’87
10 Jun ’87
10 Jul ’87
10 Sep ’87
10 Sep ’87
10 Sep ’87
10 Oct ’87
10 Nov ’87
10 Nov ’87
10 Nov ’87
10 Jan ’88
10 Feb ’88
10 Mar ’88
10 Apr ’88
10 May ’88
10 Jun ’88
10 Jun ’88
10 Jul ’88
10 Jul ’88
10 Aug ’88
10 Aug ’88
10 Sep ’88
10 Oct ’88
10 Nov ’88
10 Nov ’88
10 Dec ’88
10 Jan ’89
10 Jan ’89
10 Feb ’89
10 Mar ’89
10 Mar ’89
10 Apr ’89
10 Jun ’89
10 Jun ’89
10 Jul ’89
10 Aug ’89
10 Sep ’89
10 Oct ’89
10 Nov ’89
10 Nov ’89
10 Dec ’89
10 Jan ’90

08 Feb ’90
28 Mar ’90
16 May ’90
05 Jul ’90
13 Jul ’90
22 Aug ’90
03 Oct ’90
29 Oct ’90
14 Nov ’90
07 Dec ’90
18 Dec ’90
08 Jan ’91
01 Feb ’91
07 Feb ’91
08 Mar ’91
27 Mar ’91
30 Apr ’91
15 May ’91
05 Jul ’91
06 Aug ’91
21 Aug ’91
13 Sep ’91
02 Oct ’91
30 Oct ’91
06 Nov ’91
06 Dec ’91
18 Dec ’91
20 Dec ’91
06 Feb ’92
01 Apr ’92
09 Apr ’92
20 May ’92
02 Jul ’92
19 Aug ’92
04 Sep ’92
07 Oct ’92
18 Nov ’92
23 Dec ’92
04 Feb ’93
24 Mar ’93
19 May ’93
08 Jul ’93
18 Aug ’93
22 Sep ’93
17 Nov ’93
22 Dec ’93
04 Feb ’94
22 Mar ’94

31 Jan ’90
21 Mar ’90
09 May ’90
27 Jun ’90
15 Aug ’90
26 Sep ’90
07 Nov ’90
12 Dec ’90
30 Jan ’91
20 Mar ’91
08 May ’91
28 Jun ’91
14 Aug ’91
25 Sep ’91
30 Oct ’91
11 Dec ’91
30 Jan ’92
14 May ’92
26 Jun ’92
13 Aug ’92
30 Sep ’92
12 Nov ’92
16 Dec ’92
29 Jan ’93
17 Mar ’93
14 May ’93
30 Jun ’93
11 Aug ’93
15 Sep ’93
10 Nov ’93
15 Dec ’93
31 Jan ’94
16 Mar ’94

10 Jan ’90
10 Mar ’90
10 May ’90
10 Jun ’90
10 Jul ’90
10 Aug ’90
10 Sep ’90
10 Oct ’90
10 Nov ’90
10 Nov ’90
10 Dec ’90
10 Dec ’90
10 Jan ’91
10 Jan ’91
10 Feb ’91
10 Mar ’91
10 Apr ’91
10 May ’91
10 Jun ’91
10 Jul ’91
10 Aug ’91
10 Sep ’91
10 Sep ’91
10 Oct ’91
10 Oct ’91
10 Nov ’91
10 Dec ’91
10 Dec ’91
10 Jan ’92
10 Mar ’92
10 Mar ’92
10 May ’92
10 Jun ’92
10 Aug ’92
10 Aug ’92
10 Sep ’92
10 Nov ’92
10 Dec ’92
10 Jan ’93
10 Mar ’93
10 May ’93
10 Jun ’93
10 Aug ’93
10 Sep ’93
10 Nov ’93
10 Dec ’93
10 Jan ’94
10 Mar ’94
A3

10 Jan ’90
10 Mar ’90
10 May ’90
10 Jun ’90
10 Jul ’90
10 Aug ’90
10 Sep ’90
10 Oct ’90
10 Nov ’90
10 Nov ’90
10 Dec ’90
10 Dec ’90
10 Jan ’91
10 Jan ’91
10 Feb ’91
10 Mar ’91
10 Apr ’91
10 May ’91
10 Jun ’91
10 Jul ’91
10 Aug ’91
10 Sep ’91
10 Sep ’91
10 Oct ’91
10 Oct ’91
10 Nov ’91
10 Dec ’91
10 Dec ’91
10 Jan ’92
10 Mar ’92
10 Mar ’92
10 May ’92
10 Jun ’92
10 Aug ’92
10 Aug ’92
10 Sep ’92
10 Nov ’92
10 Dec ’92
10 Jan ’93
10 Mar ’93
10 May ’93
10 Jun ’93
10 Aug ’93
10 Sep ’93
10 Nov ’93
10 Dec ’93
10 Jan ’94
10 Mar ’94

10 Feb ’90
10 Apr ’90
10 Jun ’90
10 Jul ’90
10 Aug ’90
10 Sep ’90
10 Oct ’90
10 Nov ’90
10 Dec ’90
10 Dec ’90
10 Jan ’91
10 Jan ’91
10 Feb ’91
10 Feb ’91
10 Mar ’91
10 Apr ’91
10 May ’91
10 Jun ’91
10 Jul ’91
10 Aug ’91
10 Sep ’91
10 Oct ’91
10 Oct ’91
10 Nov ’91
10 Nov ’91
10 Dec ’91
10 Jan ’92
10 Jan ’92
10 Feb ’92
10 Apr ’92
10 Apr ’92
10 Jun ’92
10 Jul ’92
10 Sep ’92
10 Sep ’92
10 Oct ’92
10 Dec ’92
10 Jan ’93
10 Feb ’93
10 Apr ’93
10 Jun ’93
10 Jul ’93
10 Sep ’93
10 Oct ’93
10 Dec ’93
10 Jan ’94
10 Feb ’94
10 Apr ’94

18 Apr ’94
17 May ’94
06 Jul ’94
16 Aug ’94
27 Sep ’94
15 Nov ’94
20 Dec ’94
01 Feb ’95
28 Mar ’95
23 May ’95
06 Jul ’95
22 Aug ’95
26 Sep ’95
15 Nov ’95
19 Dec ’95
31 Jan ’96
26 Mar ’96
21 May ’96
03 Jul ’96
20 Aug ’96
24 Sep ’96
13 Nov ’96
17 Dec ’96
05 Feb ’97
25 Mar ’97
20 May ’97
02 Jul ’97
19 Aug ’97
30 Sep ’97
12 Nov ’97
16 Dec ’97
04 Feb ’98
31 Mar ’98
19 May ’98
01 Jul ’98
18 Aug ’98
29 Sep ’98
15 Oct ’98
17 Nov ’98
22 Dec ’98
03 Feb ’99
30 Mar ’99
18 May ’99
30 Jun ’99
24 Aug ’99
05 Oct ’99
16 Nov ’99
21 Dec ’99

13 May ’94
30 Jun ’94
12 Aug ’94
21 Sep ’94
09 Nov ’94
14 Dec ’94
25 Jan ’95
22 Mar ’95
17 May ’95
28 Jun ’95
16 Aug ’95
20 Sep ’95
08 Nov ’95
14 Dec ’95
26 Jan ’96
21 Mar ’96
16 May ’96
26 Jun ’96
15 Aug ’96
18 Sep ’96
06 Nov ’96
12 Dec ’96
29 Jan ’97
19 Mar ’97
15 May ’97
25 Jun ’97
14 Aug ’97
24 Sep ’97
06 Nov ’97
11 Dec ’97
28 Jan ’98
25 Mar ’98
14 May ’98
24 Jun ’98
13 Aug ’98
23 Sep ’98
12 Nov ’98
16 Dec ’98
28 Jan ’99
24 Mar ’99
13 May ’99
23 Jun ’99
18 Aug ’99
29 Sep ’99
10 Nov ’99
15 Dec ’99

10 Apr ’94
10 May ’94
10 Jun ’94
10 Aug ’94
10 Sep ’94
10 Nov ’94
10 Dec ’94
10 Jan ’95
10 Mar ’95
10 May ’95
10 Jun ’95
10 Aug ’95
10 Sep ’95
10 Nov ’95
10 Dec ’95
10 Jan ’96
10 Mar ’96
10 May ’96
10 Jun ’96
10 Aug ’96
10 Sep ’96
10 Nov ’96
10 Dec ’96
10 Jan ’97
10 Mar ’97
10 May ’97
10 Jun ’97
10 Aug ’97
10 Sep ’97
10 Nov ’97
10 Dec ’97
10 Jan ’98
10 Mar ’98
10 May ’98
10 Jun ’98
10 Aug ’98
10 Sep ’98
10 Oct ’98
10 Nov ’98
10 Dec ’98
10 Jan ’99
10 Mar ’99
10 May ’99
10 Jun ’99
10 Aug ’99
10 Sep ’99
10 Nov ’99
10 Dec ’99
A4

10 Apr ’94
10 May ’94
10 Jun ’94
10 Aug ’94
10 Sep ’94
10 Nov ’94
10 Dec ’94
10 Jan ’95
10 Mar ’95
10 May ’95
10 Jun ’95
10 Aug ’95
10 Sep ’95
10 Nov ’95
10 Dec ’95
10 Jan ’96
10 Mar ’96
10 May ’96
10 Jun ’96
10 Aug ’96
10 Sep ’96
10 Nov ’96
10 Dec ’96
10 Jan ’97
10 Mar ’97
10 May ’97
10 Jun ’97
10 Aug ’97
10 Sep ’97
10 Nov ’97
10 Dec ’97
10 Jan ’98
10 Mar ’98
10 May ’98
10 Jun ’98
10 Aug ’98
10 Sep ’98
10 Oct ’98
10 Nov ’98
10 Dec ’98
10 Jan ’99
10 Mar ’99
10 May ’99
10 Jun ’99
10 Aug ’99
10 Sep ’99
10 Nov ’99
10 Dec ’99

10 May ’94
10 Jun ’94
10 Jul ’94
10 Sep ’94
10 Oct ’94
10 Dec ’94
10 Jan ’95
10 Feb ’95
10 Apr ’95
10 Jun ’95
10 Jul ’95
10 Sep ’95
10 Oct ’95
10 Dec ’95
10 Jan ’96
10 Feb ’96
10 Apr ’96
10 Jun ’96
10 Jul ’96
10 Sep ’96
10 Oct ’96
10 Dec ’96
10 Jan ’97
10 Feb ’97
10 Apr ’97
10 Jun ’97
10 Jul ’97
10 Sep ’97
10 Oct ’97
10 Dec ’97
10 Jan ’98
10 Feb ’98
10 Apr ’98
10 Jun ’98
10 Jul ’98
10 Sep ’98
10 Oct ’98
10 Nov ’98
10 Dec ’98
10 Jan ’99
10 Feb ’99
10 Apr ’99
10 Jun ’99
10 Jul ’99
10 Sep ’99
10 Oct ’99
10 Dec ’99
10 Jan ’00

02 Feb ’00
21 Mar ’00
16 May ’00
28 Jun ’00
22 Aug ’00
03 Oct ’00
15 Nov ’00
19 Dec ’00
03 Jan ’01
31 Jan ’01
20 Mar ’01
18 Apr ’01
15 May ’01
27 Jun ’01
21 Aug ’01
02 Oct ’01
06 Nov ’01
11 Dec ’01
30 Jan ’02
19 Mar ’02
07 May ’02
26 Jun ’02
13 Aug ’02
24 Sep ’02
06 Nov ’02
10 Dec ’02
29 Jan ’03
18 Mar ’03
06 May ’03
25 Jun ’03
12 Aug ’03
16 Sep ’03
28 Oct ’03
09 Dec ’03
28 Jan ’04
16 Mar ’04
04 May ’04
30 Jun ’04
10 Aug ’04
21 Sep ’04
10 Nov ’04
14 Dec ’04
02 Feb ’05
22 Mar ’05
03 May ’05
30 Jun ’05
09 Aug ’05
20 Sep ’05

27 Jan ’00
15 Mar ’00
11 May ’00
21 Jun ’00
16 Aug ’00
27 Sep ’00
08 Nov ’00
13 Dec ’00
25 Jan ’01
14 Mar ’01
09 May ’01
20 Jun ’01
16 Aug ’01
27 Sep ’01
31 Oct ’01
05 Dec ’01
23 Jan ’02
13 Mar ’02
01 May ’02
20 Jun ’02
07 Aug ’02
18 Sep ’02
30 Oct ’02
04 Dec ’02
22 Jan ’03
13 Mar ’03
30 Apr ’03
18 Jun ’03
06 Aug ’03
10 Sep ’03
22 Oct ’03
03 Dec ’03
21 Jan ’04
11 Mar ’04
28 Apr ’04
23 Jun ’04
05 Aug ’04
15 Sep ’04
03 Nov ’04
08 Dec ’04
26 Jan ’05
16 Mar ’05
28 Apr ’05
22 Jun ’05
04 Aug ’05
14 Sep ’05

10 Jan ’00
10 Mar ’00
10 May ’00
10 Jun ’00
10 Aug ’00
10 Sep ’00
10 Nov ’00
10 Dec ’00
10 Dec ’00
10 Jan ’01
10 Mar ’01
10 Apr ’01
10 May ’01
10 Jun ’01
10 Aug ’01
10 Sep ’01
10 Oct ’01
10 Dec ’01
10 Jan ’02
10 Mar ’02
10 Apr ’02
10 Jun ’02
10 Aug ’02
10 Sep ’02
10 Oct ’02
10 Nov ’02
10 Jan ’03
10 Mar ’03
10 Apr ’03
10 Jun ’03
10 Aug ’03
10 Sep ’03
10 Oct ’03
10 Nov ’03
10 Jan ’04
10 Mar ’04
10 Apr ’04
10 Jun ’04
10 Jul ’04
10 Sep ’04
10 Oct ’04
10 Dec ’04
10 Jan ’05
10 Mar ’05
10 Apr ’05
10 Jun ’05
10 Jul ’05
10 Sep ’05
A5

10 Jan ’00
10 Mar ’00
10 May ’00
10 Jun ’00
10 Aug ’00
10 Sep ’00
10 Nov ’00
10 Dec ’00
10 Dec ’00
10 Jan ’01
10 Mar ’01
10 Apr ’01
10 May ’01
10 Jun ’01
10 Aug ’01
10 Sep ’01
10 Oct ’01
10 Dec ’01
10 Jan ’02
10 Mar ’02
10 Apr ’02
10 Jun ’02
10 Aug ’02
10 Sep ’02
10 Oct ’02
10 Nov ’02
10 Jan ’03
10 Mar ’03
10 Apr ’03
10 Jun ’03
10 Aug ’03
10 Sep ’03
10 Oct ’03
10 Nov ’03
10 Jan ’04
10 Mar ’04
10 Apr ’04
10 Jun ’04
10 Jul ’04
10 Sep ’04
10 Oct ’04
10 Dec ’04
10 Jan ’05
10 Mar ’05
10 Apr ’05
10 Jun ’05
10 Jul ’05
10 Sep ’05

10 Feb ’00
10 Apr ’00
10 Jun ’00
10 Jul ’00
10 Sep ’00
10 Oct ’00
10 Dec ’00
10 Jan ’01
10 Jan ’01
10 Feb ’01
10 Apr ’01
10 May ’01
10 Jun ’01
10 Jul ’01
10 Sep ’01
10 Oct ’01
10 Nov ’01
10 Jan ’02
10 Feb ’02
10 Apr ’02
10 May ’02
10 Jul ’02
10 Sep ’02
10 Oct ’02
10 Nov ’02
10 Dec ’02
10 Feb ’03
10 Apr ’03
10 May ’03
10 Jul ’03
10 Sep ’03
10 Oct ’03
10 Nov ’03
10 Dec ’03
10 Feb ’04
10 Apr ’04
10 May ’04
10 Jul ’04
10 Aug ’04
10 Oct ’04
10 Nov ’04
10 Jan ’05
10 Feb ’05
10 Apr ’05
10 May ’05
10 Jul ’05
10 Aug ’05
10 Oct ’05

01 Nov ’05
13 Dec ’05
31 Jan ’06
28 Mar ’06
10 May ’06
29 Jun ’06
08 Aug ’06
20 Sep ’06
25 Oct ’06
12 Dec ’06
31 Jan ’07
21 Mar ’07
09 May ’07
28 Jun ’07
07 Aug ’07
17 Aug ’07
18 Sep ’07
31 Oct ’07
11 Dec ’07
22 Jan ’08
30 Jan ’08
18 Mar ’08
30 Apr ’08
25 Jun ’08
05 Aug ’08
16 Sep ’08
08 Oct ’08
29 Oct ’08
25 Nov ’08
16 Dec ’08
28 Jan ’09
18 Mar ’09
29 Apr ’09
24 Jun ’09
12 Aug ’09
23 Sep ’09
04 Nov ’09
16 Dec ’09
27 Jan ’10
16 Mar ’10
28 Apr ’10
23 Jun ’10
10 Aug ’10
21 Sep ’10
03 Nov ’10
14 Dec ’10
26 Jan ’11
15 Mar ’11

26 Oct ’05
07 Dec ’05
25 Jan ’06
22 Mar ’06
03 May ’06
21 Jun ’06
03 Aug ’06
13 Sep ’06
18 Oct ’06
06 Dec ’06
24 Jan ’07
14 Mar ’07
02 May ’07
20 Jun ’07
02 Aug ’07
12 Sep ’07
24 Oct ’07
05 Dec ’07
23 Jan ’08
13 Mar ’08
23 Apr ’08
18 Jun ’08
30 Jul ’08
10 Sep ’08
22 Oct ’08
10 Dec ’08
22 Jan ’09
12 Mar ’09
22 Apr ’09
17 Jun ’09
06 Aug ’09
16 Sep ’09
29 Oct ’09
09 Dec ’09
20 Jan ’10
10 Mar ’10
21 Apr ’10
16 Jun ’10
04 Aug ’10
15 Sep ’10
27 Oct ’10
08 Dec ’10
19 Jan ’11
09 Mar ’11

10 Oct ’05
10 Dec ’05
10 Jan ’06
10 Mar ’06
10 Apr ’06
10 Jun ’06
10 Jul ’06
10 Sep ’06
10 Oct ’06
10 Dec ’06
10 Jan ’07
10 Mar ’07
10 Apr ’07
10 Jun ’07
10 Jul ’07
10 Aug ’07
10 Sep ’07
10 Oct ’07
10 Dec ’07
10 Jan ’08
10 Jan ’08
10 Mar ’08
10 Apr ’08
10 Jun ’08
10 Jul ’08
10 Sep ’08
10 Sep ’08
10 Oct ’08
10 Nov ’08
10 Dec ’08
10 Jan ’09
10 Mar ’09
10 Apr ’09
10 Jun ’09
10 Aug ’09
10 Sep ’09
10 Oct ’09
10 Dec ’09
10 Jan ’10
10 Mar ’10
10 Apr ’10
10 Jun ’10
10 Jul ’10
10 Sep ’10
10 Oct ’10
10 Dec ’10
10 Jan ’11
10 Mar ’11
A6

10 Oct ’05
10 Dec ’05
10 Jan ’06
10 Mar ’06
10 Apr ’06
10 Jun ’06
10 Jul ’06
10 Sep ’06
10 Oct ’06
10 Dec ’06
10 Jan ’07
10 Mar ’07
10 Apr ’07
10 Jun ’07
10 Jul ’07
10 Aug ’07
10 Sep ’07
10 Oct ’07
10 Dec ’07
10 Jan ’08
10 Jan ’08
10 Mar ’08
10 Apr ’08
10 Jun ’08
10 Jul ’08
10 Sep ’08
10 Sep ’08
10 Oct ’08
10 Nov ’08
10 Dec ’08
10 Jan ’09
10 Mar ’09
10 Apr ’09
10 Jun ’09
10 Aug ’09
10 Sep ’09
10 Oct ’09
10 Dec ’09
10 Jan ’10
10 Mar ’10
10 Apr ’10
10 Jun ’10
10 Jul ’10
10 Sep ’10
10 Oct ’10
10 Dec ’10
10 Jan ’11
10 Mar ’11

10 Nov ’05
10 Jan ’06
10 Feb ’06
10 Apr ’06
10 May ’06
10 Jul ’06
10 Aug ’06
10 Oct ’06
10 Nov ’06
10 Jan ’07
10 Feb ’07
10 Apr ’07
10 May ’07
10 Jul ’07
10 Aug ’07
10 Sep ’07
10 Oct ’07
10 Nov ’07
10 Jan ’08
10 Feb ’08
10 Feb ’08
10 Apr ’08
10 May ’08
10 Jul ’08
10 Aug ’08
10 Oct ’08
10 Oct ’08
10 Nov ’08
10 Dec ’08
10 Jan ’09
10 Feb ’09
10 Apr ’09
10 May ’09
10 Jul ’09
10 Sep ’09
10 Oct ’09
10 Nov ’09
10 Jan ’10
10 Feb ’10
10 Apr ’10
10 May ’10
10 Jul ’10
10 Aug ’10
10 Oct ’10
10 Nov ’10
10 Jan ’11
10 Feb ’11
10 Apr ’11

27 Apr ’11
22 Jun ’11
09 Aug ’11
21 Sep ’11
02 Nov ’11
13 Dec ’11
25 Jan ’12
13 Mar ’12
25 Apr ’12
20 Jun ’12
01 Aug ’12
13 Sep ’12
24 Oct ’12
12 Dec ’12
30 Jan ’13
20 Mar ’13
01 May ’13
19 Jun ’13
31 Jul ’13
18 Sep ’13
30 Oct ’13
18 Dec ’13

20 Apr ’11
15 Jun ’11
03 Aug ’11
14 Sep ’11
26 Oct ’11
07 Dec ’11
18 Jan ’12
07 Mar ’12
18 Apr ’12
13 Jun ’12
25 Jul ’12
05 Sep ’12
17 Oct ’12
05 Dec ’12
23 Jan ’13
13 Mar ’13
24 Apr ’13
12 Jun ’13
24 Jul ’13
11 Sep ’13
23 Oct ’13
12 Dec ’13

10 Apr ’11
10 Jun ’11
10 Jul ’11
10 Sep ’11
10 Oct ’11
10 Dec ’11
10 Jan ’12
10 Mar ’12
10 Apr ’12
10 Jun ’12
10 Jul ’12
10 Sep ’12
10 Oct ’12
10 Dec ’12
10 Jan ’13
10 Mar ’13
10 Apr ’13
10 Jun ’13
10 Jul ’13
10 Sep ’13
10 Oct ’13
10 Dec ’13

A7

10 Apr ’11
10 Jun ’11
10 Jul ’11
10 Sep ’11
10 Oct ’11
10 Dec ’11
10 Jan ’12
10 Mar ’12
10 Apr ’12
10 Jun ’12
10 Jul ’12
10 Sep ’12
10 Oct ’12
10 Dec ’12
10 Jan ’13
10 Mar ’13
10 Apr ’13
10 Jun ’13
10 Jul ’13
10 Sep ’13
10 Oct ’13
10 Dec ’13

10 May ’11
10 Jul ’11
10 Aug ’11
10 Oct ’11
10 Nov ’11
10 Jan ’12
10 Feb ’12
10 Apr ’12
10 May ’12
10 Jul ’12
10 Aug ’12
10 Oct ’12
10 Nov ’12
10 Jan ’13
10 Feb ’13
10 Apr ’13
10 May ’13
10 Jul ’13
10 Aug ’13
10 Oct ’13
10 Nov ’13
10 Jan ’14

